Abstract-Scientific discovery is the lifeblood of technological progress, and end-user programming in turn is increasingly essential to modern science. In order to uncover opportunities to facilitate scientific programming, we interviewed scientists about their choice of tools and languages, as well as the obstacles resulting from those choices. We focused on domain-specific languages (DSLs), particularly visual DSLs, because prior empirical studies had not explored scientists' DSL use in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Programming has become an integral part of life for many scientists and engineers, who number 6 million in America alone [16] . According to one survey, 30% of an average scientist's day is spent on writing programs [9] , which is remarkably high considering the other duties of a typical scientist, such as writing papers and teaching courses. Scientists primarily create these programs in order to analyze data gathered from experiments [22] . In many fields such as genomics and astrophysics, these programs are indispensible because experiments have grown so large that processing data manually would be tedious, error-prone, or outright impossible [11] [22] .
Scientists are typically rewarded for writing publications and for obtaining grants rather than for creating programs [11] . Consequently, like other end-user programmers [12] , scientists view their code as a means to an end rather than as an artifact that in itself has intrinsic value (e.g., as a product that can be sold as in professional programming). Therefore, end-user programmers rarely focus on producing an asset that can easily be maintained or reused in the long-run; rather, the goal is to simply get a program done quickly and correctly [11] .
Outside of science, in the world of end-user programming at large, the most successful languages tend to have certain traits [15] . First, they tend to be highly specialized to a particular solution domain (such as spreadsheet or animation programming). The high-level abstractions provided by such a language can serve as building blocks enabling end-user programmers to quickly create programs. Second, popular end-user programming languages tend to rely heavily on visual elements (such as layout, colors and lines) to represent program meaning, which can help programmers with correctly understanding programs [15] .
Despite these potential benefits, however, domain-specific languages (DSLs), particularly visual DSLs, are rarely mentioned by empirical studies as being of any use to scientists. When DSLs are mentioned, it is often in passing (e.g., [13] [24] ) or in the context of how slow they execute compared to traditional textual languages such as Fortran [2] [17] . Consequently, researchers are left with little insight about whether or how scientists use DSLs in practice, and we have negligible guidance for what obstacles must be overcome to bring the benefits of DSLs to scientific programming.
In order to explore these issues, we interviewed scientists in physics, chemistry, biology, and meteorology. We chose this population because these are the same categories of scientists studied in prior work (e.g., [6] [11] [13] [17] [21] [22] ).
In this paper, we answer the following questions:
To what extent are DSLs used by scientists? In particular, are DSLs used in most scientific projects or in few projects? When a particular kind of DSL is used, how much is it used and for what purposes? To what extent do scientific projects transition between DSLs and/or other languages?
What concerns do scientists have about DSLs and other languages?
How are these concerns related to specific obstacles encountered? How do these concerns vary, if at all, across different scientists, contexts, or languages? Finally, how are these concerns related, if at all, to other factors affecting the long-term maintenance of scientific programs?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes related empirical studies of scientists. Section III describes our study's methodology, and Section IV presents our results. Section V concludes with a discussion of opportunities for future work.
II. RELATED WORK Prior empirical studies focused on how the practices of scientists differ from those of professional software engineers. For example, many scientists in these studies omitted systematic testing [9] [22] . When they did test their code, it often was by visualizing outputs graphically (e.g., on a chart or map) and mentally comparing them to expectations; another approach was to compare outputs of the current version of a program to outputs from an earlier version of the program, or to compare with empirical data [6] [17] .
Professional software engineers and scientists also differed in that the former rely on modular decomposition to facilitate component reuse, while scientists in these studies rarely combined pieces of existing programs to produce new programs [22] . Because program outputs, rather than the code itself, were valued as a contribution [11] [21] [22] , scientists invested minimal time in up-front design and documentation of reusable components [17] [22] . Instead of using a component-oriented approach, scientists generally cloned and/or adapted an entire existing program when they started or extended a project [2] [6] [24] . When they encountered problems with existing code, scientists called upon colleagues (a community of shared practice) for help [22] . Many scientists distrusted using components or code written by other research teams or sold by vendors (since such code is difficult to test, and its authors/vendors might not be available to give help) [17] -although this attitude might be changing with the increasing availability of scientific code repositories [23] .
In addition to providing information about scientists' programming practices, these studies have offered some limited insight into scientists' choices of programming languages. Many scientists in these studies relied on very old procedural languages, particularly Fortran [2] [6][17] [24] . Several reasons were the need for compatibility with legacy code, the desire to apply existing skills, a nagging concern that object-oriented code might not compile correctly, and the fact that object-oriented code structures can be a poor fit to scientific models in some domains [17] . In general, a single programming language was used for the entire lifespan of a typical project (i.e., for all versions of that project's code), even for decades at a time [3] [17] .
A striking limitation of these studies is that only a few mention any use of DSLs. One study noted that two research groups used Matlab scripts to preprocess data that was then fed into Fortran and C code [24] . Two studies mentioned that scientists used Matlab to implement prototype programs, which were then rewritten in C, C++, or Fortran [2] [17]; these scientists explained that Matlab was suitable only for prototyping because it runs up to 1000 times slower than comparable Fortran code. A third study mentioned that although most biologists used C or C++, a few used HyperCard, LabVIEW, or spreadsheets; no details were provided about what programs those languages were used to implement [13] . In short, empirical studies provide significant detail about scientists' use of what we might call "traditional" programming languages-textual, general-purpose languages commonly used by professional software engineers. However, little is known about when, how and why scientists use DSLs, or about obstacles they encounter. Identifying opportunities for improving DSLs is difficult without this knowledge.
There are reasons to suspect that certain DSLs are much more commonly used in scientific programming than might be supposed from these studies. For example, a researcher at MathWorks (the vendor of Matlab) stated that Matlab in particular "enjoys wide usage among scientists" [8] . In addition, scientists might commonly use spreadsheets, which are the most broadly-used end-user programming platform in the world [19] , and which play prominent roles in numerous common end-user tasks as well as the work of engineers [15] [18] . Beyond these mass-market DSLs, some studies have mentioned that scientists use highly domain-specific applications (i.e., by direct manipulation in a user interface, rather than by writing code) [1] [9], so it is conceivable that they also use certain highly domain-specific programming languages. The goal of our paper is to explore when and how scientists use-or struggle to use-DSLs, thereby revealing opportunities to better support scientific programming.
III. METHDOLOGY
To recruit scientists for interviews, we emailed invitations to graduate students and faculty listed in the rosters of natural science departments at our university (Oregon State). We also emailed scientists who had previously registered to be informed of studies about end-user programming. As people replied, we confirmed by email that each was a scientist.
Our interview methodology was the artifact walkthrough [5] [10] . This form of interview focuses on the process and techniques by which a particular object, document, or other artifact was created or changed over time. Such an interview begins by identifying an artifact related to the project research focus; this artifact then serves to ground all subsequent questions. We selected this method for two reasons. First, we knew that we needed a retrospective method, due to the infeasibility of directly observing scientists for multiple years as they selected languages and encountered problems with different languages. Second, when a retrospective method is required, grounding in a concrete thing can help to stimulate accurate recall (e.g., by reminding people of facts and by reducing the risk of unjustified abstraction) [5] . A limitation of the artifact walkthrough method is the potential for selection bias: participants each select an artifact to be discussed, so they might be prone to selecting the most interesting or troublesome case, rather than an artifact that represents a more "average" case. Thus, as we discuss further in Section V, artifact walkthrough lays the groundwork for later studies that extend generalizability of results.
At the start of each interview, we asked the participant to identify a program created, customized or modified in a scientific project. We did not specifically request that interviewees select programs written with a DSL, in order to avoid influencing them to unduly emphasize the extent to which they rely on DSLs. We then followed a semi-structured script asking each participant about the chosen program's purpose, the rationale for language/tool selection, obstacles encountered, the solutions discovered (if any), and the participant's future plans for the program. We used follow-up questions to probe and clarify issues raised by answers to scripted questions.
We interviewed 10 people in Fall 2010. We discarded data from one interviewee, who later decided in retrospect that the details of this project were more sensitive than was initially believed. This left data from 9 participants.
In our first pass of analyzing our notes, we extracted key facts that helped to characterize our sample. These facts included each participant's years of programming experience, job title, and scientific field, as well as the program's size, age, language(s), overall function, and general structure.
To answer our specific research questions, we analyzed our notes using grounded coding [14] [20] . In this inductive approach, the researcher reviews notes line by line, then creates or selects a code for text segments meeting the study's focus. Each segment of the notes was labeled with 0 or 1 label; some segments were not annotated because they were not germane to our research questions (yet still interesting enough to be recorded for future studies). In our case, the codes labeled aspects of how the programs were developed, as well as obstacles and solutions along the way. We then used a matrix data display (one column per code, one row per scientific project studied) to review these intermediate results.
We merged codes (columns) to identify overall general concerns that positively or negatively affected the creation or maintenance of participants' programs.
We used two procedures for validating results. First, the coding steps discussed above were performed by one researcher, and the other researcher then checked this coding for accuracy. This revealed no errors in cases where labels had been assigned, but it did turn up a few additional cases where a label should have been assigned but had not been previously. Second, we returned to participants for a follow-up interview in order to check, confirm, and clarify our preliminary findings (a validation procedure sometimes called "member checking" [20] ). This process identified no cases where we had misinterpreted statements, but it revealed a few cases where people had concerns that we had not noticed and marked with the corresponding code earlier. In short, our validation procedures confirmed and reinforced our findings.
IV. RESULTS
In the subsections below, we first characterize the people and projects that we studied. Then, we discuss the extent to which DSLs were used, as well as concerns that scientists had when selecting or using different languages. Finally, we briefly describe non-language issues affecting code maintenance.
A. Characterization of our sample: people and projects
Most participants were end-user programmers The 9 study participants represented 8 scientific projects in fields ranging from applied biology to basic physics (Table 1) . Two participants happened to work on the same team. Of the 8 teams we interviewed, 6 intended to run their own code themselves, and only secondarily (if at all) to deliver it to others as a product, thus meeting the definition of "end-user programmers" [12] . The two clear exceptions were CLIMATE (where the software was sold as a product) and CHEM-TEACH (where the software was used by graduate students in chemistry courses). The job title for each participant was professor, staff scientist, or graduate student. Participants generally worked on teams that at some point in time included Medium at least one professional software engineer or consultant. Like scientists in prior studies [22] , our participants generally had high levels of programming skill; half, in fact, had 15 or more years of experience with programming.
Each program performed scientific modeling
Briefly, the 8 programs studied were the following:
• The DISEASE program mined historical data about weather conditions and disease outbreaks to generate a model that could be used to predict outbreaks.
• The DNA-MAP program ran distributed algorithms on 450
Linux nodes to process terabytes of data from DNA microarrays to produce maps of plant species' DNA.
• The DNA-MINE program mined a dataset about bacterial DNA to identify regions of DNA that appear before, and affect the transcription of, other regions of DNA.
• The CLIMATE program analyzed irregularly-spaced climate data points to generate a regularly-spaced grid of predicted data at interpolated points.
• The CHEM-TEACH program visually simulated the progression of chemical processes in virtual laboratory experiments. It was intended for use in eCampus distancelearning courses for graduate students.
• The CHEM-RATES program read Excel spreadsheets containing datasets, then simulated chemical reactions to estimate chemical exchange rates under various conditions. • The CRYSTAL program used data from crystal measurements to deduce physical properties.
• The WATER program predicted the effects of dissolving particles on water density, using quantum mechanics and classical density models.
As scientific modeling programs, each of these had the following 3-step structure: (1) load data about physical phenomena, (2) use that data to run one or more abstract mathematical models to generate outputs, and (3) visualize or otherwise postprocess the outputs (e.g., with statistical tests). In step (1), the data could be laboratory measurements, historical data, or hypothetical values. In step (2), models could be domain-independent models (e.g., Markov models) or domain-specific. In some cases, these models were machine learning models, so they changed state during the course of processing some of the inputs (during training). In steps (2) and (3), the outputs were generally predictions of physical phenomena such as predicted rates of reactions, gene expressions, or disease outbreaks.
B. To what extent were DSLs used?
DSL usage was common among projects Of the 8 projects, 7 used DSLs at some point. These included using DSLs for spreadsheet computation (Excel), matrix manipulation (Matlab), statistical analysis (Minitab), mapping (ArcGIS), animation (Flash, Silverlight), and graphing (MayaVi, SIGMA Plot, Excel). In addition, all 8 projects involved code written in what Section II referred to as "traditional" professional software engineering languages.
We note in passing that of the DSLs used, only Silverlight is object-oriented. The traditional languages included objectoriented languages such as C++ and Java, as well as procedural languages such as C and Fortran. Yet even when participants used traditional languages, they often used procedural rather than object-oriented constructs if they had a choice (e.g., in Python or C++). In fact, the WATER participant explicitly commented that it was difficult to map from quantum mechanics concepts to object-oriented code structure. Our participants' low use of object-oriented language features is consistent with results from prior work, which extensively discussed the problems with using objectoriented languages for scientific computing [17] .
Projects used DSL features to transform and visualize data
As shown in Figure 1 below, DSLs and traditional languages played different roles in the general 3-step program structure. For step (1) , data were typically stored in simple text files, which sometimes were preprocessed with DSL code. These data were then read in by a traditional language such as Fortran, which was also used to implement step (2) to instantiate and run a model. The final step (3) of visualizing the outputs was either implemented directly with a traditional language or, more typically, by passing the data to a DSL. Examples of features that participants needed that were lacking in traditional languages but available through a DSL included the following:
• File format conversion • Numeric transformation of data inputs • Visualizing data series as charts/graphs • Visualizing outputs as sprite animation • Visualizing outputs on a map • Visualizing vectors in a virtual 3D space To access the DSLs' visualization features, traditional code passed outputs through an application programming interface (API) or wrote outputs to a file that was in turn read in the DSL code. In the latter case, the DSL code was sometimes not automatically invoked when the output was written, but rather was started manually by the user. 
Most projects demonstrated a language transition
Of the 8 projects, 6 demonstrated at least one transition between languages over time (Table 1) , which contrasts with prior studies reporting that projects rarely changed languages [3] [17] . In 3 of the projects we studied, scientists replaced one language with another; in another 3 cases, they added a language that previously had not been used. Younger projects (e.g., DNA-MINE, CHEM-TEACH, CRYSTAL) generally demonstrated fewer language transitions than older projects.
Four projects demonstrated particularly many transitions. The DISEASE program started out as a set of Excel spreadsheets, was partially ported to Matlab, then was partially ported to C, then was partially ported to a combination of Perl, Minitab, and SIGMA Plot (all while still retaining some code in Excel for visualization of outputs). The DNA-MAP program started out as C, then was extended to include C++ and Perl code. The CLIMATE program started out as Fortran, then was extended to include modules written in C, Perl, Java, PHP, and ArcGIS. The WATER program started out as C++ but gained dependencies on Perl and GNUOctave. Below, we investigate the reasons motivating these and other transitions.
Almost all transitions required revision or extension of existing code to replace an existing language or to interface with a new language. The only "low-cost" transition was in CHEM-TEACH, which transitioned from Flash to Silverlight while its team was still designing the program (i.e., before a single line of code was ever written). At the other extreme, the large DISEASE program was largely rewritten multiple times.
Reliance on DSLs generally increased over time
Given that some prior studies portrayed DSLs as only suitable for prototyping [2] [17], it was noteworthy that DSLs played an increasing role in projects over time. Specifically, 3 projects eventually incorporated a DSL not used in the initial design (CLIMATE, CRYSTAL, WATER), and 1 project moved over time from a single DSL environment to encompass 3 others (DISEASE). In all projects, dependencies on DSL environments either stayed constant or increased.
CRYSTAL illustrates how a project can come to depend on a DSL. Initially, this project focused only on scalar crystal properties. Thus, these outputs could be visualized in a simple graph. Recently, however, the program was enhanced to generate vector quantities describing the 3D structure of crystals. As a result, more sophisticated graphical visualization was required. The solution chosen was to upgrade the system to send outputs into MayaVi. This has enabled the team to obtain higher-quality visualizations, but the tradeoff was that the project became dependent on a vendor's components.
In some cases, the growing number of dependencies harmed reliability. For example, when DISEASE was partially ported from Excel to Matlab, the program also became dependent on the Matlab environment. Over the course of the two years the team used Matlab for the project, the program broke three times after Matlab system updates. Eventually, Matlab was replaced in this project with custom C code and two new DSLs (Minitab and SIGMA Plot).
C. What concerns did scientists have about languages?
We identified several general concerns that participants from multiple projects mentioned about the programming languages that they selected: the need for certain functionality, the need to manage complexity, the need to minimize cost or time, and the need for high speed or scalability (Table 2) .
Functionality was often a concern
In 6 projects, languages were selected because of specific functionality that they provided. For example, the CHEM-TEACH and CRYSTAL teams chose Silverlight and MayaVi, respectively, for specific animation and visualization capabilities. Even though most code in the DISEASE program nominally was ported away from Excel, the team continued to frequently read outputs back into Excel in order to use features for generating certain visualizations that were difficult to create in other languages. The CHEM-RATES team used Excel to view data files and inspect them for errors. The absence of functionality also affected decisions. The CLIMATE team developed the program because no off-theshelf product existed that had the functionality the team needed. Two interviewees said scientists generally prefer existing languages, and that they only write custom code when off-the-shelf products lack specific functionality.
Table 2. Concerns mentioned about languages for at least 2 projects. Cells indicate if comments applied to a DSL or traditional language, as well as if the language helped meet that concern (+) and/or if it exacerbated that concern (-).

Project
Functionality Complexity Cost or time Performance
Complexity was often a concern In 4 projects, participants mentioned that the complexity of managing data, specifically, interfered with maintaining code. The interviewees for the DISEASE program indicated that the first implementation of the program in Excel was hard to maintain because of data complexity: it was too difficult for them to keep the data records organized and understandable. In particular, they had difficulty tracing the relationships among different record attributes (e.g., how one column of data depended on others). The team for CHEM-RATES had similar obstacles with Excel. However, these problems were not unique to Excel. For example, the CHEM-TEACH team considered the Silverlight user interface code for inputting and displaying data to be extremely complex and hard to code properly. The DISEASE interviewees indicated that obstacles with Excel data complexity were the main reason why the team hired a student to port the project to Matlab. However, they then found that the resulting Matlab code was still hard to understand. This motivated a subsequent port to C and Perl.
In addition to data complexity, 4 participants reported difficulty with algorithmic complexity and unintuitive code. Two believed that choosing a language with a poor fit for the domain led to these problems: One DISEASE interviewee opined that Matlab was perhaps suitable for engineering, but that it was a poor fit to the needs of biologists. Similarly, the WATER interviewee felt C++ was a poor fit for representing quantum mechanical models. In both cases, the teams ultimately came to rely more heavily on a procedural language (C or Perl) as a partial replacement, although they still reported struggles with algorithm complexity. The DNA-MAP and DNA-MINE teams reported similar obstacles.
Cost and time were often concerns
Participants from 4 projects mentioned cost or time as a concern. Participants from the DISEASE and DNA-MINE projects mentioned that Matlab and Perl, respectively, were selected at various points along the way because the costs were deemed reasonable for software licenses (i.e., for the Matlab environment and the Perl compiler). In addition, the latter participant noted that Perl was familiar to some members of the team, thus helping to reduce the time needed for training. Scientists relied on a community of practice for advice about which language would be easiest to use. For example, in DISEASE, Matlab was primarily chosen because of a student's familiarity with the language. Several scientists tried to expand beyond their local community by searching the web for knowledge, but this was not always effective because objective guidance was sometimes lacking and was often scattered over many sites. Moreover, participants did not always consider their selected languages to be affordable in terms of dollars and hours. Some DNA-MAP team members said they had insufficient time to keep learning technologies and techniques related to their distributed C++ code, and this constraint interfered with their ability to enhance the code.
In 3 projects, the teams coped with a lack of time by hiring students or professional programmers to give advice or to implement some modules (DNA-MAP, CHEM-TEACH, DISEASE). The CHEM-TEACH interviewee felt that this was a wise investment that ultimately helped the team to stay in budget and on time. The DISEASE team initially coped with personal time constraints by hiring a temporary student for the Excel-to-Matlab port. However, the student graduated before the work was completed, leaving the team with an incomplete, hard-to-understand program. The team eventually won a large grant that facilitated hiring a full-time professional programmer for the Matlab-to-C port.
Unfortunately, this reliance on hired help ultimately posed a threat to the success of the DISEASE project, since the grant was scheduled to run out soon after our interview occurred. One interviewee on this project expressed concerns that this would leave the team unable to pay their professional programmer. Moreover, this participant felt that the rest of the team was unable to understand and enhance key modules implemented by the professional programmer. Thus, the interviewee expected that the project would soon become highly difficult to extend or otherwise maintain.
Performance was occasionally a concern
Four participants mentioned speed or scalability as a major concern that they focused on during design, implementation, or maintenance. The DNA-MAP team needed to process terabytes of data, which led to choosing traditional languages for the relative ease of use in parallel programming. For CLIMATE, the participant indicated that the team wanted to take advantage of parallel programming to improve speed; however, achieving this would have required revising legacy code (mostly written in traditional languages), which was deemed unaffordable. The DISEASE team wanted to extend their program to handle larger datasets but for many years lacked funds to pay for extending the code. The WATER interviewee indicated that the program generally ran on a shared server, and only a limited amount of server time was available, so the code (in C++ and Perl) needed to be revised at several points in order to improve performance.
D. What other factors hampered maintenance?
Participants mentioned a few other concerns that were not related to programming languages but still interfered with fixing bugs or implementing enhancements.
Lack of version control interfered with maintenance
Participants from the DNA-MAP and CLIMATE projects noted that they did not use any version control early during development. The result was that each member of the development team did not have a clear awareness of what changes other people had made to code. Our CLIMATE interviewee explained that teammates sometimes made conflicting and overlapping changes to code, which led to time-consuming merge procedures. The participant felt that recent efforts to use an off-the-shelf version tracking system have greatly alleviated these problems.
Lack of documentation interfered with maintenance
Participants from 5 projects mentioned that lack of documentation interfered with implementing enhancements.
For example, the DNA-MAP interviewee explained that student team members, in particular, relied heavily on code comments to understand naming conventions and file structures, but that insufficient comments were often available. Beyond documentation for other programmers, the CRYSTAL participant hoped to release the program for public release some day (essentially going beyond end-user programming) and noted that improved user documentation would be required about how to run the program.
V. DISCUSSION Our interviews of scientists have revealed several insights into their use of DSLs, which earlier studies had not investigated in detail. We review these insights below, along with opportunities for future work.
A. Summary of results
We found that nearly every project used at least one DSL during the project lifecycle, typically for pre-and postprocessing of data, indicating that DSLs are not as rare in scientific programming as might be supposed from their infrequent mention in prior empirical studies. Moreover, we found that it was common for a project to use an increasing number of DSLs over time, suggesting that most scientists are not as resistant to incorporating external dependencies as suggested by one earlier study [17] . As in earlier research, we found that scientists depended heavily on data visualization for testing [6] ; we add to this the finding that DSLs were frequently used to script this visualization. Each DSL was only used in 1 or 2 projects; in contrast, C/C++ and Perl were used in 5 (and Fortran in 1). In short, DSLs appear to be widely used in scientific programming, albeit in secondary roles.
For the most part, scientists appeared to be satisfied that DSLs provided valuable functionality at an acceptable cost (both in terms of money and time). In some cases, as in earlier studies [17] , performance was important, which posed an obstacle to using DSLs. In addition, not mentioned in prior work, some scientists struggled with managing the data complexity of their programs when using DSLs, which has implications for tool design as we discuss below.
As in related work, we found that scientists' practices included little documentation [6] [22] , hampering maintenance and reuse. We added to this prior finding by also noting that scientists rarely used version control due to the upfront cost of setting up such a system, which interfered with knowing about and merging teammates' changes later.
B. Opportunities for future work
As noted in Section III, the main limitation of artifact walkthrough is the potential for selection bias, particularly because participants might select interesting yet atypical artifacts as cases for exploration. The usual method for overcoming such a bias is to triangulate results by performing follow-up studies with complementary methods [5] . Thus, for example, a future survey could explore the extent to which our participants' experiences are typical among scientists.
In addition to conducting follow-up studies, further research could address several factors that limited the benefits of DSLs to scientists...
Help scientists to select languages and tools
Like other end-user programmers such as information workers [15] , scientists typically reached for the first available choice that seemed to have adequate functionality and low cost, based on their own experience and feedback from their community of practice. But in the case of scientific programmers, this "satisfice" approach was unable to anticipate obstacles that arose in the long term (e.g., as data complexity grew over time). There are two reasons why this approach might fall short in scientific programming. First, scientific programs are more complex than many other enduser programs, so there are many more ways in which languages and tools might fall short in the long run. Second, many scientific programs are extremely long-lived, so there is much more time for unforeseen problems to arise.
We believe, therefore, that scientists need a more effective approach for understanding long-term strengths and weaknesses of languages for different kinds of scientific programming tasks or problems. One approach would be to expand the community of practice to encompass the experiences of more scientists. For example, a tool could mine technical reports or scientific papers to identify statements about the practical strengths and weaknesses demonstrated by particular languages, then synthesize these statements to yield a unified overview of language tradeoffs. Similar systems can already perform analogous analysis and synthesis of consumer reviews about products [4] , but the approach has not yet been adapted for use in supporting scientific programming.
Help scientists to cope with complexity in code and data Scientists struggled with understanding how different pieces of code and data were related. This might have been particularly difficult due to indirect coupling: one program might write to a file that another program reads, since one language might not be able to directly invoke another. In such a case, there is no explicit linkage in code segments to indicate that they are related. Aside from indirect coupling, understanding data complexity might also be difficult when directly-coupled pieces of code or data are scattered across multiple files that cannot be juxtaposed on the same screen. Visual languages are well-known to be highly diffuse, making it difficult to squeeze large programs onto a single screen and interfering with programmers' ability to mentally process algorithmic complexity [7] [15]; our results suggest that the diffuseness of DSLs, particularly visual DSLs, also might interfere with scientists' ability to process data complexity.
Scientists would thus likely benefit from improved DSLs and supporting tools that make it easier to understand complex data relationships. For example, a tool might provide navigational shortcuts from a file to all code that reads or writes that file (e.g., based on logs of prior executions). Another tool might read a set of data files (e.g., binary, text, spreadsheet, and database files) and synthesize a navigable visualization showing how values depend on one another.
Help scientists to create faster programs
Earlier studies cited the poor performance of DSLs as a reason why DSLs are not more frequently used, and our results supported this conclusion to some degree. However, there is no clear intrinsic reason why DSLs must necessarily be slower than traditional languages. Most DSLs currently are interpreted, but there is no real reason why they could not be compiled.
Moreover, DSLs have a higher level of abstraction than traditional languages, so there should be more opportunities for innovative DSL compiler optimizations. For example, a compiler could read DSL instructions (such as for summing Excel columns or multiplying Matlab matrices) and generate binary code for parallelizing and distributing these instructions (such as by running them on a cluster of off-the-shelf Linux computers). In a traditional language, the programmer would need to write the equivalent optimizations by hand. In such cases, DSL code should be just as fast-and as easy to create-as equivalent code in a traditional language.
Help scientists to adopt software engineering practices
Many software engineering practices, such as version control and documentation, produce benefits that are only visible in the long run through enhanced maintainability and reusability. While scientific code often lives long enough to justify using these practices, their high upfront cost interferes with adoption due to short-term constraints such as the need to validate a model for the next scientific publication.
Thus, scientists might benefit from approaches that reduce the costs of adopting these practices, especially in the context of DSLs. For example, scientists might value a domainspecific version control system that is pre-or easily-installed in Microsoft Excel for tracking, merging, and rolling back changes to sections of spreadsheets. Similarly, they might value a way to document spreadsheets, particularly if the approach was less time-consuming (and more expressive) than simply embedding comments. Developing and evaluating these ideas might identify additional opportunities to enhance DSLs and related tools to support scientific programming.
